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The rise and fall of Electra: emergence and
transformation of a global cryptocurrency
community

Koray Caliskan

Parsons School of Design, The New School, New York, NY, USA

ABSTRACT
Electra was developed by an unknown man, Electra01. Following its emergence
in cryptocurrency markets in 2018, its market capitalization briefly reached 136
billion USD, exceeding Bitcoin in value. The project’s community of 20,000 indi-
viduals, wrote its white papers, updated its blockchain, instituted a foundation,
introduced a payment system, and voted to be the best crypto project in 2020
in the world by a global vote. Following a fundamental controversy in its com-
munity, Electra collapsed as the founder sold his hundreds of millions of Electras
in November 2020, effectively killing the project. Within a short period, the
community left the founder behind, and moved on to a new project, giving
(re)birth to their community money, this time called Electra Protocol. Drawing
on an empirical case study, this paper presents an analysis of how cryptocurrency
communities emerge, mature and migrate as they make data monies.
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Introduction

This paper presents an analysis of the rise and fall of a cryptocurrency project,
Electra. Providing the literaturewith an empirical case study of the emergence,
maturation, and immigration of a community money project, it analyzes the
distributed interaction between actors, representations, devices, andnetworks
as organizational frameworks that contributed to the making, maintenance,
and death of a data money project.

Theoretically, I approachblockchains as assemblages thatmakepossible the
imagining and transfer of economic value by representing monetary value as
a right to move data securely. It is these distributed accounting practices of
blockchains that make it possible for actors to transfer rights of sending data
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2 K. CALISKAN

and then monetizing them as cryptocurrencies. Drawing on the materiality of
monetizing the right to send data, cryptocurrencies as data monies are made
in ways that are historically and categorically different from paper or metal
monies, or their digital representations (Caliskan, 2020a).

This paper uses an updated Actor-Network Theory (ANT) approach to study
how actor networks come together, and with the contribution of devices and
representations, make and maintain data monies within a community. Elabo-
rating this approach as DARN elsewhere (Caliskan, 2020b), I drop ‘theory’ and
add ‘devices’ and ‘representations’ to actor-network configurations to use this
framework as a pragmatic strategy to approach data money communities, not
as a constellation of definitions to theorize them a priori and anew (Caliskan,
2020b).

In the first decade since the emergence of Bitcoin, the first data money
in history, more than 25,000 new cryptocurrency markets emerged around
the world, making possible the transaction of more than 6000 different data
monies (Caliskan, 2021a). This was not news for economic anthropologists,
sociologists, and historians. Seeing money as a process, produced and main-
tained by social relations (Desan, 2014; Dodd, 1993; Hart, 2000; Zelizer, 1994),
cryptocurrencieswere among themanynewdevelopmentswhich exemplified
the sociological universe that gives birth to currencies and othermoney forms,
surroundedbypolitical institutions: Theywerepolitically changed, socially pro-
duced and institutionally maintained (Brunton, 2019; Caliskan, 2020a; Dodd,
2017; DuPont, 2019; Gasull, 2019; Maurer et al., 2013; Rella, 2020; Swartz, 2018,
2020).

Anemergent and closer investigation into these communities began to ana-
lyze how cryptocurrency money communities made monies on the ground,
by using a variety of technologies, devices, institutions, and networks. They
alsomade visible the centralized relations of power and asymmetries between
actors in terms of class, gender, and education in these seemingly decen-
tralized networks. (Caliskan, 2021b; Crandall, 2019; Hayes, 2019; Rella, 2020;
Thieser, 2019; Vidan & Lehdonvirta, 2019; Zamzami, 2020). Legal scholars, fol-
lowing Desan (2014), proposed a new definition of data monies and argued
that they are community made ‘non-sovereign fiat currencies’ (Nelson, 2020).

Contributing to this emergent literature, this ethnographically informed
study focuses on the rise and fall of Electra, a community data money
project proposed by a young man who uses the pseudonym Electra01. Elec-
tra emerged in 2017 and, thanks to its unique valuation instrument, gained
great value fast over a short period, even exceeding Bitcoin’smarket capitaliza-
tion for a short while. The money was designed to lose value fast, too, yet not
enough to destroy it so that it could earn some time for its community build-
up. Electra01’s plan worked, and the new data money’s community began to
emerge a few weeks after the new money had been proposed. Yet, following
a 44-month ride, Electra died in value as its founder sold it off in November
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2020. What went wrong? What can we learn from the rise and fall of Electra
with regards to newmonies and their communities?

Almost all studies focusing on cryptocurrency projects have selected their
empirical examples from successful cases. This was also what I had done when
I originally approached Electra’s founder in 2018. Yet, the unfortunate collapse
of Electra duringmy fieldwork also gaveme the unique opportunity to analyze
the conditions under which a project can collapse, despite an active and ded-
icated community, strong institutional foundations, and widespread market
presence.

My research draws on fieldwork within the Electra community since March
2018, a series ofmeetingswith its anonymous founderwhoaccepted to seeme
in person, 34 unrecorded interviewswith its founder and core teammembers,1

participant observation in the group’s Discord rooms and Bitcointalk’s Electra
forum which the founder had opened in 2017.2

Drawing on an ethnographically informed discussion of the rise and fall of
a cryptocurrency, this paper analyzes the proposal, emergence, institutional-
ization, success, and failure conditions of Electra as it is imagined and made
by its community as money. It also shows how a blockchain network and its
money, presented to conclusively address questions of trust, collapses follow-
ing a crisis of trust between its founder and core team members. Attempts to
prevent such a collapse centered on a chain of institutions and frameworks.
Yet, the very political-economic nature of contention between the founder
and the core team, informed by a disagreement regarding who would control
funds andexercisepowerwhendecidingabout the future routes of theproject,
fueled a series of reactions that brought about the end of the money itself. In
a surprisingly short period, however, the community proved that it would not
disappear, even if theirmoneydid. In the final section, thepaper showshow the
very same community left behind the founder andmoved on to a new project
by using the same network infrastructures and devices, this time for making
and developing newmoney built on the old one.

Data Money communities are as rich as other economic and non-economic
communities. The existing literature is not extensive enough to propose a tax-
onomy, nor provides us with a framework of comparative analysis. My choice
of Electra was deliberate, for it was smaller, less dispersed, and more inte-
grated than those of Bitcoin, Avax, or Ethereum communities. This optimum
size allowed for a close-up study.

1 ‘Core team’ is a term used by many other data money communities to refer to a handful of very active
members who are responsible for the management of the entire project.

2 All participants gave consent to the discussions being published. I shared some of my key observations
and all quotations with my informants, including Electra01, who read the paper before publication and
discussed my interpretations. Where relevant, I included how my interpretations diverged from those of
a few central community actors.
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This study confirms several observations in the literature regarding the
actual nature of power relations in decentralized communities. First, it shows
that these communities can lose their entire infrastructure of valuation and
monetization if several central and very powerful actors strike. Second, and
more importantly, the paper shows that making money requires a series of
labor-intensivework processes such as technical labor that is deployed in com-
putational industries like coding and editing, marketing labor for represent-
ing the community in the world, community maintenance labor that focuses
on repairing collective integrity. We see that Data Monies as socio-technical
things, cannot be made without a community, a forum and computational
materialities, all mobilized by arduous human labor. Third, the paper helps us
understand the emergence and failure of a money-making community, thus
factors in not only the condition of possibility but also the nature of failures
in the analyses of cryptocurrencies. Fourth, Electra01’s acceptance tomeet me
in person gave sociological analyses a unique opportunity to learn about the
mind and life of a Satoshi Nakamoto like anonymous economic actors with
great financial means.

A young introvert in Britain

Electra01was 25 years old when he beganmining Bitcoin and dreaming about
making his ownmoney. In part inspired by Bitcoin’s legendary founder Satoshi
Nakamoto, he decided on the pseudonym Electra01 and planned to propose
a cryptocurrency. There was another, even more fundamental reason for his
choice to remain anonymous. He was a young introvert living at a time when
data moneymateriality allowed individuals to amass an extraordinary amount
of wealth in the form of very small materialities, such as a cell phone or rep-
resentations such as data, without needing a bank account. He told me that if
someone knew how much money he had, it would be a challenge to protect
that wealth and himself. For instance, if he were kidnapped, everything could
be taken fromhis digitalwallet that hadhis ‘Bitcoin’ tobeworth severalmillions
of dollars soon. He said: ‘I would become a theoretical billionaire in a couple of
years, but of course I didn’t know about that. I was only dreaming’.

He took the first public step in 2017, around ten months before our first
meeting. Over the next 3 years, I was going to be the only person who had
met him in person and knew his legal identity in the entire data money com-
munity associatedwith Electra. He thought that datamonies were valuable for
two reasons: They had to offer a novel economic service, and people had to
find that service valuable. For him, without a community and something real
and new, data monies were worthless. In his mind, a data money community
was composed of two kinds of people: miners and transactioners. His business
plan was to appeal tominers to attract the attention of transactioners. As soon
as this was achieved, hewanted people to keep themoney that he had created
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without a Bitcoin-like enormous mining operation that needed electric power
and enormous computing infrastructure. He found a way to achieve this when
hemovedhis eyes away from the computer screen and instead turned towards
people.

Thinking that he needed an organizational device to attract attention to
his Electra, the name that he and the money share, he decided to organize a
fast mass mining operation to take place over 24 h, during which 95 percent
of all proof-of-work Electras, except for the one billion pre-mined Electras that
he controlled, would be mined.3 Miners from all around the world would be
invited to a marathon of computing which would give them hundreds of mil-
lions of Electra within a matter of hours. If it worked, so he thought, what he
called a ‘Super Rewards Bonanza’ was going to attract miners; people would
start talking about Electra, and the sudden public interest would skyrocket the
money’s theoretical market capitalization. Following the mining of billions of
Electra within a single day, the money would jump onto users’ radar.

Immediately following the ‘Bonanza,’ its market value was going to fall
sharply, as markets began correcting such an induced and unsustainable
explosionof valuedrawingonan innovativepricingprosthetics.4 Yet, hewould
be prepared for this. He had already attached another valuation and account-
ing device to his money: a proof of stake mechanism. Unlike Bitcoin, Electra
was bornwith an interest rate incentive. Mimicking interest ratemechanism of
conventional banking, Electra owners would earn 50 percent more Electras, if
they did not sell their currency for a specified period and stake it. Such a large
interest or stake rate, as it is called among data money communities, would
convince users to keep Electra, instead of dumping it, thus creating an upward
move in themoney’s value. The interest rate would then automatically decline
as more Electras were mined, all the way to almost zero percent, until the last
Electrawasmined in the future, at a pointwhen total circulation supply reaches
and halts at 30 billion ECAs.

It worked. On 30 March 2017, Electra01 sent his first message to the world,
by opening the Electra thread on Bitcointalk: ‘Super Rewards Bonanza’. He had
uploaded all the information regarding the coin he imagined to a free web-
page service.5 His stated objective in the message was a ‘gold rush effect’.6

Miners rushed to Electra as the new money gained value. As people bought
more Electra, a data money community began to emerge, and as it emerged,
Electra becamemoney.

3 ‘Pre-Mine’ refers to the data monies that were produced or minted before all other mining or accounting
processes emerge.

4 For pricing prosthetics see (Caliskan, 2009).
5 https://electraproject.weebly.com/
6 https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.0

https://electraproject.weebly.com/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.0
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Master Den was to be among the leaders of this community-building pro-
cess, or as one board member of Electra Foundation described him, the ‘glue
of the community’.

I realized that technical stuff was secondary to cryptos. What comes first was the
community. So, I decided to build a community for a crypto project, instead of
offering a new crypto by myself. It was easy to code a crypto; it was very difficult
to make a community money. One had to bring together digital infrastructures,
tools, filters, organizations andpeople. Thiswas similar to the power projects that
I led as an electrical engineer.

He had then started to look for a promising project without a community. In
July 2017, he saw Electra, liked it and dropped a line to the anonymous founder
through the Bitcointalk messaging system. He asked whether he could work
with others who might be interested in supporting Electra. Receiving green
light from Electra01, he reached out to others and began to contribute tomak-
ing a community out of followers. He opened Telegram, Facebook and Twitter
accounts. He built the project’s Discord group, a popular platformwith interac-
tive chat, video and audio-conferencing functions, specializedmeeting rooms,
a toolbox for developers and file-sharing links. Theholding companyofDiscord
describes itself as a ‘platformdesigned for creating communities’ and claims to
give its users ‘the power to create your own place to belong’.7 This was shortly
after the ‘Bonanza’. There were billions of Electras in the world, in the hands
of thousands of people. For Master Den, a money needed a community to
grow and live, and for this much labor hours had to be spend on producing,
maintaining and representing things on the ground:

It’s a lot of work. You can’t just issue amoney and expect people to use it. One has
tomaintain it every day. Wallets don’t work. You need to be there to fix it. People
would trash it; you need to be there in the forum to pick up the trash and clean
conversations. You need to update and maintain the computing infrastructure,
make people trust and respect your community, so that they can see value in its
money. Once people begin to accept that value,moneybegins tomoveupwards.
Blockchain does not address issues of trust, people do.

Soon, the community decided that Electra did not have a trustworthy web-
page. A free weebly site was not enough. They needed designers to create a
visualization of the invisible networks that produce and transact Electras. More
importantly, Electra did not have aWhite Paper, an informal requirement to be
taken seriously in the cryptoworld. The community beganworking on it in late
2017 and published it on 31 January 2018. Not joining its writing and only con-
tributing a short statement when he was approached, ‘the founder’ Electra01
chose to remain in the shadows.

7 https://discord.com/why-discord-is-different (accessed on 19 January 2021).

https://discord.com/why-discord-is-different
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The community emerges

Master Den had been located by many community members as the project
leader who ear-marked all of his working hours for Electra. It was not a coinci-
dence that one of his nicknames is ‘Admin’.8 He never accepted such a descrip-
tion and denied that the community had a leader. He was correct; instead of a
leader, I observeda contracting andexpanding core team in the short history of
Electra. And it was that core team who could make and repair the community,
who made Electra a money.

Actors need to create, borrow, anduseeconomicdevices andorganizational
frameworks to mobilize the upward valuation of whatever they do in econ-
omization relations (Caliskan & Callon, 2009, 2010; Callon et al., 2007; Dallyn,
2017; Fourcade & Healy, 2016; Mason et al., 2015). Discord served as a helpful
organizational toolkit that provided the community with the capacity to build
a modular and easy-to-tweak division of labor and hierarchy. The community
was using economic devices and representations such as reports and papers,
tweets and visuals to create an image of professionalism. They were reaching
out to the world to recruit followers, sympathizers, investors, and team mem-
bers. Yet, without being recognized by a representational authority such as
Coinmarketcap and accepted into markets that organize the trading or barter
of monies such as Bitcoin or ECA, data monies’ value cannot pick up.

By the end of 2018, the community and its money passed both thresh-
olds. Listed in Coinmarketcap, ECA had been accepted into the global arena of
cryptocurrencies. One immediate result of this was to be considered for cryp-
tocurrency exchangemarkets. Electra had onemajor advantage: It was an early
comer. Today, it has become very difficult to be listed in amajor exchange, and
new money projects are charged from 75,000 to all the way up to 2 million
USD, depending on the popularity of the exchange. There are other require-
ments, too: Daily volume should be above a certain amount, such as 50,000
USD. In actual data money marketization relations, most of the markets and
communities precede the emergence of successful monies.

Markets can also be fatal to objects of exchange, especially in data money
worlds. Cryptocurrencies draw on monetizing the right to send data from one
node to another. Money is not a passive record in the blockchain, for without a
possibility to send it to a place that can receive it, the right to send data cannot
be materialized – thus, money disappears. Therefore, any technical glitch that
makes data impossible to send, either as a result of a tangible material prob-
lem such as failure of the hardware where one keeps their digital wallet, or an
intangible material problem such as a coding bug in the wallet itself can make
a cryptocurrency obsolete.

8 He was using Morfuso as a pseudonymwhen he first joined Bitcointalk.
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Note that one does not send a passive representation in the form of data as
money, a commonmisunderstanding of cryptocurrencies. Datamonies are not
mere records in a blockchain. What is being transferred is ‘the right to send’,
and such a right is possible only if one’s wallet is accepted as a node in the
blockchain. Imagine that you have 1 data money, and the blockchain has a
fork, and the entire community moves to that part of the fork that does not
recognize your wallet as an active node. You no longer have money on record
anywhere. Because you lose the right to send data, your cryptocurrencies are
gone, or ‘burnt’, as it is called in data money communities. Data money is not
code that one keeps in a memory device. It is the right to send data, not the
data itself.

Furthermore, one does not need a blockchain to own data money. Market-
places receive the data monies on behalf of their customers and keep them as
custodians. These places look like giantwallets full of cash. If thewallets are not
secured well, someone may grab the money. When one ‘holds’ their money in
a market, however, they do not own the data money itself, but a receipt that
represents the ownership that the market accepts. As long as one does not
withdraw it, the data money is kept by the market as a custodial asset. Hence,
if one faces a ‘glitch’ in wallets and markets, one encounters an enormous
problem.

Electra experienced both problems, multiple times. In the beginning, its
Bitcoin-based blockchain froze as a result of a coding problem. This meant
that it became impossible to move data as money because accounting could
not be carried out, much as if one had a double-entry book, but no pen to
write in it. When people could not move their money, they moved their bod-
ies and began to protest. Electra01 had to learn about this very early on.
When the blockchain froze, people rushed to sell Electra, but they failed for
blockchain was not working. Only the ones who could sell them inmarkets did
so, pushing the value of ECA to zero. He looked around for help and found
Bumba, who had his own data money, Bumba Coin. They worked for days
on this fix and managed to get the blockchain going once again. Electra01
told me:

Bumba saved my life. He is someone whom I have never met, I have never seen.
Weworkedon a strategy . . . and convinced the community and saved theproject.
The community supported our decision; they downloaded the new wallets, and
we moved on. I will never forget Bumba’s help. These things happen in the
cryptocurrency world. People support each other because they like what they
do.

Electra’s second challenge came from the second major market where it was
listed, coinsmarkets.com. Their money was also listed in exchanges such as
cryptopia and coinexchange.io, but with smaller trading volumes. In terms of
trading volume, coinsmarkets.com hosted the largest turn-over. One day in
2018, the market was hacked, turning out to be a real life-and-death struggle
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for Electra according to several community members I interviewed. It took at
least 3 months of hard work on behalf of the core team to leave it behind and
move on with the project.

A few months following this hack, the community decided to introduce an
upgrade to the wallets, partly because they wanted to secure their personal
wallets better. Two developers were preparing for the transition. As a result
of a small yet avoidable structural problem, the new wallet had lost millions
of Electras. The community began to move again, sending hundreds of emails
per hour, cursing and threatening Electra01 and the core teammembers. Elec-
tra01 decided to step in to cover all losses from the pre-mined ECAs that he
controlled and the interest that they had generated. He told me that he sent
around 150–200 million ECAs from the pre-mined monies (an amount that
was then worth about 70,000 USD) to cover the losses that the community
members had incurred as a result of the ‘hole in the wallet’.

Following the last hack and thinking that Electra01’s anonymity was creat-
ing a liability @RobertSB84 came upwith a very old idea in a very new financial
universe: instituting a foundation. He explained me the reason:

A foundation is a trusted institution. It’s non-profit, it’s legal, it’s transparent. We
were bartering our labor power and time to create a newmoney. So, we thought
that a non-profit institution would increase the legitimacy of the project and bal-
ance the liability of having an anonymous founder with a known and trusted
institution.

Incorporated in the Netherlands, the Electra Foundation has a board with the
Revolution and @RobertSB84 as members, appearing as Robert Bakker and
Bob van Egeraat, respectively. Using their legal names and actual photographs
while alternating the chairmanship, they also asked many other core team
members to use their actual names in public statements regarding Electra.
Following their call, all core team members except for Asmoth, including ‘the
admin’ or ‘Master Den’, aka Aykut Baybaş, began to use their legal names in
the project, in addition to their nicknames. They also talked to me without
anonymizing themselves yet referred to each other with their nicks in their
everyday conversations and teammeetings.

The foundation played another role in the evolution of the Electra com-
munity. With this institution established, the core team approached Electra01
to turn in all of his pre-mined coins and their stakes to the Foundation,
which would then be the primary institution responsible for the develop-
ment of the ‘Electra platform’, and they discussed the community’s new
road map with him. Electra01 was not convinced and refused to send all
the pre-mined ECAs. Instead, he sent 300 million Electras, around 30 percent
of the entire pre-mined amount, excluding the interest he had earned by
staking.
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The foundationmakes a difference

It was after the foundation’s emergence that fault lines began to emerge
between Electra01 and the core team. Deep at its center lay a fundamental
question about money and power: Who owned the project? Who would call
the shots? Electra01 saw it as his project, despite the fact that he believed that
the community-mademoney, not hehimself only.9 The core teamthought that
Electra01 had a responsibility to join them and to contribute to ECA’s making
and maintenance; therefore, if he stayed away, he should have no final say
or veto power merely based on the fact that he had proposed Electra in the
beginning.

This rift would then turn into a storm and take down Electra. Yet, despite
such a central problem in their community, during all these months of field-
work, both parties were kind and just to each other. Electra01 had been
proud of the community and never tried to exaggerate his role in ECA. He
himself introduced me to the community and asked them to include me on
Discord, Electra’s core administration platform. The core team and the founda-
tion’s board members were also respectful. In my presence, they always spoke
respectfully of him, until he started selling off his assets in a variety of markets.

At the center of contention between the core team and the founder was
a fundamental difference concerning the future of (their) money. The core
team’s dreamwas to turn their blockchain into aneconomizationplatformwith
a variety of instruments, from payment systems to distributed accounting of
supply chains. In short, they wanted to stack various economization processes
by building an Electra platform. Electra01, however, believed that the money
he had proposed should not be used as a project of economization. Electra’s
successful and limited marketization was his main objective. He objected to
increase transactions per second on the blockchain, at a time when the core
team was trying to turn Electra Pay into a worldwide payment vehicle reason-
ing that it would result in an increase in orphan blocks and a more bloated
blockchain. Thinking about Electra as a personal investment project, limited to
‘a valuable asset’, he disagreed with the new community roadmap.

But it was too late. The project had alreadymoved in a new direction. In vol-
untary projects such as Electra, new developments are locomotives that move
people. Without them, it is not rational to accept people to run andmaintain a
community. Their continuous attendance, care, and labor receive compensa-
tion in the formof eithermoneyor enjoyment. Electrawasnot valuable enough
for the community to maintain it and to secure their livelihood by cashing

9 Electra01 disagreedwithmy interpretation andproposed the following correction: ‘I was not interested in
calling the shots. Forme, a forkmeans chaos. A good fork requires nomistakes to bemade in thenewcode
and effective coordination between all exchanges and users. They all need to be notified of the update
and cooperate and if they don’t you can run into many potential issues’.
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their ECAs. Thus novelty had to be an essential aspect in a project like Elec-
tra, a reality that Electra01 did not accept. The core team had already built a
payment infrastructure with atomic swaps that allowed interchain operability
and begun to work with an oyster company to move its supply chain man-
agement to the Electra blockchain. More importantly, they applied to join the
Electronic Transactions Association (ETA), the global payments industry associ-
ation representing 500 companies such as PayPal, Visa, Mastercard, Apple Pay,
and American Express.

In 2019, Electra became the first cryptocurrency initiative in the world to be
accepted to the ETA. Core teammembers began to sit on a variety of commis-
sions and working groups, contributing to the imagination and future making
of payment relations. They wanted to turn their already very agile blockchain
into a global payments system accounting architecture and turn their money
from a data money as an asset into a data money as everyday currency. Their
Electra Pay system was being used to transfer money at almost no cost. They
were imagining instruments of marketization and dreaming of starting a stack
economization that required colossal organizational power, power of such an
extent that Facebook had tried with Libra and failed to build it. The core team
was dreaming big, and it was their dreams that fueled their continued and
growing engagement with Electra. As their commitment to Electra increased,
their loyalty to the founder’s roadmap declined. The core team had always
been together, but Electra01 had never beenwith them. Hewas estranged and
distant.

As new economization steps were taken, the anonymous spirit and ama-
teur excitement around Electra began to change. The core team increased to
fourteen persons; the community now included a professional editor, design-
ers, community managers, one ‘head moderator’, various other moderators,
25 ‘Electrans’ who were at times project coordinators, and more than 430
members who had the privilege to join Electra’s strictly controlled Discord
group.

‘The Revolution’ explained the necessity of increasing professionalism and
transparency: ‘Imagine I am calling a bank and asking for a meeting to discuss
a credit to upgrade wallet systems: ‘Hello sir, I am the Revolution, can I meet
you and see whether I can secure a credit of 1 million Euros?’ They would hang
up on me. I would do the same. Who would trust a guy with the name ‘The
Revolution’!’

As their professionalism increased, the Electra core team also began to
be more popular in global crypto communities. Various projects approached
them to consult their experts for solving their problems. The Electra core team
was there to help others. They did not see making data money as a compet-
itive practice among various other projects. Cooperation and solidarity were
their key values. Asmoth, a key member of the core team, was responsible for
community relations. He said, ‘we are empathy builders, we need to reach out
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to people, teach what we learn, learn what we don’t know. Calm and assured,
we are a community that everyone loves and respects’.

He was correct in this point, and this would be confirmed by cryptocur-
rency communities around the world. Binance, the world’s largest data money
exchange, uses various outreach tools to keep itself at the center of cryp-
tocurrency trading. Having ‘research’ and ‘academy’ divisions, it also pub-
lishes reports and educational digital pamphlets on cryptocurrencies and
blockchains. Preferring to write special and globally popular reports about
cryptocurrencies with very large trading volumes only, Binance also orga-
nizes annual votes to locate in the league of data monies the most popular
cryptocurrency project that does not make it to the top 100 list, like Elec-
tra. The prize is a report written by Binance Research, an elevator to move a
lesser-known data money up to the main stage of the crypto world.

Excited about the ‘2020 Oscars’ of crypto-communities as one community
member put it, the Electra core team found out that people around the world
were voting for them, which increased their hope of winning. They began to
reach out more systematically, testing their global outreach. Then, they had a
community with members on every continent. The core team was composed
of people living in five time zones comprising 12 hours. Yet their money was
only one among thousands of other active projects – only ‘a drop in a lake’, as
one member put it.

Yet, they were voted to be ‘the best project’ of the year by thousands of
people who had joined the Binance campaign. Becoming a sensation among
crypto-communities, they were then approached by four reporters from the
Binance Research division, who wanted to study the project inside out. The
audit lasted for 2 weeks, 6 days per week and about 4 hours of meetings every
day. Jenova (Antoine Aimé), Ruru (Ruanne Lloyd), Master Den (Aykut Baybaş),
and Asmoth represented Electra in this process of intense scrutiny. Then, on 27
July 2020, Binance announced its publicationof the Electra Report over Twitter,
accepting Electra into the world of major global data monies.10

Now the core team knew that they had joined a new league. Before the
campaign had begun at the beginning of summer 2020, ECA’s total market
capitalization had been at 3 million USD. At the end of the same summer, they
were worth around 13 million USD, representing an increase in value of 433
percent over a mere three months. In the same period, Bitcoin’s market cap-
italization had only increased by 75 percent. A new chapter in the history of
Electra was to emerge. Yet, no one could predict that Electra would soon col-
lapse. If it had not died, it would have easily reached a market capitalization of
35 million USD and perhaps even more, following all other cryptocurrencies’
rally as Bitcoin was 50,000 USD on 16 February 2021.

10 https://research.binance.com/en/projects/electra

https://research.binance.com/en/projects/electra
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The fall of electra

At the time of the Binance Report’s publication, Electra had a very active core
team of 14 members with clear mandates and roles in the maintenance of the
cryptocurrency and its blockchain, with around 20,000 users active around the
money’s orbit. They were a money-making community who worked without
being paid. They had two full-time core team members who also worked pro
bono, and many of the core teammembers and ancillary teammembers were
working 20–30 hours a week, without pay and fueled by passion for Electra.
This activitywas takingplace at a timewhenElectra01wasnot joiningany team
meeting.Overall, hehad joinedonly fiveof the130meetings that the core team
had held since 2018.

Figure 1 presents a summary chart of Electra01’s contribution to the com-
munity deliberation process. He used Bitcointalk’s Electra pages as a medium
to reach out to the community, yet the community was mostly elsewhere. The
most active members, numbering around 430, used Discord, and others were
dispersed across Twitter, Telegram, Facebook, and Reddit. Even on a channel,
he built himself in Bitcointalk, he was very private and silent. He wrote a total
of 205 messages in 44 months, or less than five messages per month. For a
total of 13 months, he did not write anything public at all to address the com-
munity.11 During the 17 months immediately before he started the sell off, he
only wrote eightmessages. His last message, 1month before the collapse, was
a congratulatory note to the core team for their hard work. The message prior
to that was dated 3months earlier; it was amessage he had copied and pasted
from the then old news that ECA had been accepted to a new market. The
message before that was also a note about the markets and featured a con-
gratulatory tone. For someone afraid that the core team would exclude him
from the project, he had been strangely silent for almost 2 years, during the
second half of the project, and until he had begun to sell off his Electras.

Despite the core team’s deliberative and collaborative decision-makingpro-
cess, Electra01 stayed away from discussions and only chose to draw on his
implicit veto power, which he derived from being the founder as well as con-
trolling a massive amount of pre-mined and staked ECAs, the sudden sale
of which would kill the project. There was no one who had more ECAs than
Electra01 in the world.

Electra01 knew that his contribution to themaking of Electra was limited to
founding and supporting it with a very small amount of cash and mostly pre-
mine ECAs. He was aware that, without a community, ECA was merely an idea,
not money. He knew howmuch the core teamworked and frequently showed
his appreciation for their hard work. Being proud of Electra’s global success, he
was aware of the fact that the community saw his anonymity as a problem. The

11 He continued to write and reply direct messages to individual members of the community. His lack of
public communication does not suggest that he was completely absent.
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Figure 1. Monthly frequency of Electra01’s Bitcointalk messages.

charmof the ‘Satoshi of Electra’ had turned into a liability. Although Electra01’s
first name and private email had been leaked by a cryptomarket he once used
and although a few core teammembers later learned about this, they had not
made it public, even at times when their rift had become difficult to navigate.

After havingobserved the twoparties, interviewed themmany times, joined
their team meetings and enjoyed access to their cell phone numbers (which
facilitated a direct Whatsapp channel to a few of them), I was very surprised
about the events of the last week of November 2020, when I received on Dis-
cord a private message from Asmoth, the other anonymous central figure in
the community:

Goodmorning, and Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family. Something very
big just happened to Electra . . . we just took a kick in the pants at our value of ECA.
I, as well as others, have a lot of fiat into this, and we just watched it tank . . . so
that’s enough to churn your stomach . . . but, with what has been going on . . . we
didn’t know what else to do.

I immediately checked the ECA value and saw its collapse. It was like someone
pushing ECA from a cliff. Themoney was taking an enormous dive in value. No
one I knew had such a power, other than Electra01. At that moment I realized
that he had decided to sell all of his ECAs and leave the community. I had diffi-
culty believing what he was doing. He had drawn a sword no one believed he
would touch. Electra01 was dumping Electra.

The core team’s two central members, Asmoth (Community Relations
Leader) and Robert Bakker (Chairperson of the Electra Foundation) had been in
conversation with him regarding the pre-mines and stakes under his control.
Electra01 had already pledged this capital for the development of the commu-
nity, mentioning that he would only take out his personal cash investments.
Now, the foundation was asking for the rest of the pre-mine to cover project
expenses and investments. Furthermore, Ruru andothers hadbeenworkingon
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a new update to carry the Electra Community to its new chapter, as described
in the third version of theWhite Paper that Electra01 had approved, albeit with
second thoughts about it. For a long time now, the community had been push-
ing for changes that Electra01 did not wish to make; yet, he did not have any
social power nor the willingness to join the team to change their decision. He
had been enjoying the community’s success and the brilliance of his original
plan, also supporting the community in times of crises by spending pre-mines
that he said he had earmarked for support in the first place. He had already sent
to the foundation 300 million ECAs from the pre-mine.

From the perspective of Electra01, the team’s incessant thirst to improve
and develop Electra had to be checked and balanced. The founder’s vision
was a conservative one. As an Electra community member said, ‘E01 is very
risk averse, doesn’t want to change much’. In this, he was correct. E01, so his
other nickname, did not take pride in everyday economization. Four weeks
after he killed ECA, he met me over a WhatsApp audio-visual call. He did not
look exhausted or battered; from his demeanor, one could not have detected
the period in Electra’s life cycle, or that we were conversing during its wake.

− The team requested that I hand over all funds under my control and was
not willing to negotiate. They wanted it all.

− Hadn’t you promised the pre-mine and its stakes to the community previ-
ously?

− I had promised part of it. Not all and definitely not the stakes.

The foundation was conservative and frugal in spending any pre-mines, and it
incentivized volunteerwork by helping the communitymaintain its barter eco-
nomic activity. Members enjoyed working with each other and for Electra, and
they bartered their time for playing a part in one of theworld’s most successful
data money projects.

− What moved you to start the sell?
− When I saw the team Twitter update about progress made on the new

code, I posted a message of praise on Bitcointalk. The team responded by
removingmy Bitcointalk forum link from Coinmarketcap andme from the
teampage thatweek. Aweek later or so I get amessage from the teamask-
ingme tohandover all fundsundermycontrol and theywerenotwilling to
negotiate. The recent actions against me had already made me bitter and
the latest request made me suspicious of a coup in the upcoming update.
I subtlety and politely asked to see the codemultiple times over 2 months
to ease my suspicions but my requests were ignored. After a certain point
I had enough of waiting and decided to reduce my risk.

− What could they have done with that code?
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− They could have excluded my wallets and burnt all the pre-mined and
staked ECAs I controlled if I wasn’t cooperative. And this was the firstmove
they did after I refused to cooperate and started to sell. They excluded my
wallets during the airdrop.

He was right in that they excluded his wallets during the airdrop – a process
during which a new cryptocurrency project decides to give the new money
that comes with the new project to all the (old) wallets of another project, as if
themonieswere dropped from the air onto oldwallets. However, the exclusion
was a response to Electra01’s selling off of ECA, thereby taking down the entire
value of the community money. Ruru, or Ruanne Lloyds – the director of the IT
hub of a South African corporation, who leads 70 coders in her full-time job –
had been among the two leaders of Electra’s coding team. In an interview after
Electra01’s sell, she challenged the founder’s story:

− It is not true that wewere hiding anything. Wemeet every week as a team,
which he was invited to join us. He never asked myself for access to the
code. Imyself did not have access to the codewhilst itwas in development.
We followed the samepattern for each release. It is anopen-sourceproject.
The currentblockchain source code ispublic so anypersoncan join and see
it.

− Were you planning to exclude Electra01?
− I assure you that we were not. First, we never had an idea of airdrop; it

came after E01 begandumping. Second,wewere already negotiatingwith
him regarding the pre-mined ECAs. There were disagreements, but noth-
ingmajor looking at it fromourperspective. Hedumpedwhilewe still were
still in negotiations.

In an Electra core team meeting on 3 January 2021, which included Asmoth,
Greg, Kai_2007, Ruru, the Revolution andMaster Den andme, I heard the same
sentiments in the voices of the core team members. I asked about Electra01’s
concern, which had sounded legitimate to me.

The Author: Electra01 thought that you would burn his ECAs, and you did
this immediately, didn’t you?

Asmoth: We didn’t do it immediately. We had no plan for an airdrop.
Not even a single proposal or discussion about it. We had no
plan to fork ECA and create XEP. When he killed ECA, we lost
trust in him. So, the community did not want him again. Why
would you include someone who sold everything and left? He
forced us to exclude him. We realized on November 18 that
someone started selling ECAs; it was him.We asked him to buy
them back. He did not even bother writing back. He, Robert
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Bakker and I were negotiating, and we thought that it was in
good faith.

Bakker: I want to add something. E01 never lied to me. I thought of
him as an honest man. He always thought that Electra was
his baby. He wanted the baby to follow his own footsteps. He
never acknowledged the fact that the baby grew up. And then
the community made it money, and real. He realized that he
did not have a future in Electra.

The Author: He acknowledged this to me, too. He said without a commu-
nity Electra would not be Electra.

Master Den: This is good that he did this. But he never joined the commu-
nity. He stayed away from us. He would even say things like he
didn’t have a mic to talk to you. He chose to use a veto power
in a community whomakes every decision by deliberation. He
wanted todictate his preferences. I believehe realized that this
wouldbe impossible in the future. If he reallywanted to see the
code, Ruruwould showhim. He is using this as a pretext for his
terrible move.

Ruru: Yes, I would show him. Why wouldn’t I?

Reading the above conversation’s minutes, Electra01 contested it with an e-
mail:

I have never believed in holding all the power or influence and this is not the
motive behindmyactions. As a personwho is very exposed to ECA, I simply found
it uncomfortable being left in the dark about what is going on with the code and
the existingpossibility I could be forkedout. The teamwanted control of both the
pre-mine and stakes and was not interested in negotiation which made me fear
that they could, if I did not grant their request, take it by force with the upcom-
ing team fork. The team’s big demand, zero negotiation and decision to hide the
code from me is what led to my breakdown in trust. Shall I send you the private
messages where I asked to see the code multiple times?

According to the community members I talked to, Electra01 was not right to
believe that his ECAs were going to be burned by the core team, for a variety
of reasons. First, Electra01 had told me about his concerns regarding the fact
that he was not shown the code. But later I learned that he had not asked Ruru
or Jenova, the two leaders who had wanted to include him previously in the
first place. Second, he had not been a part of the community, nor had he been
in a position to read the signals coming from that community. He thought that
theywould eventually get rid of him. As a risk-averse introvert, he thought that
it was time to leave the project before it would leave him.12

12 Yet on the other hand, I don’t think it was a big deal to let the founder see the new code of the money
he proposed in the first place. He was not anyone. He was Electra01.
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Forty-four months after he had introduced ECA to the world, he killed the
money by selling off hundreds of millions of Electras in a variety of markets.
The selloff consisted of the pre-mined Electras and the interest rate they had
earned, an amount he had promised in writing in his third Bitcointalk mes-
sage on the same day he announced the project, to use for ‘projects that
improve accessibility, reliability and usage of Electra’.13 He had also written on
23 August 2017: ‘I am staking to cover the initial, and possibly, future invest-
ments I have/will put up for this project from my own capital. The pre-mine
was not sold or claimed at all for any of these investments. My personal costs
add up to more than $1,000 which is about 100,000,000-200,000,000 ECA with
the current market valuation’.14

The foundation was asking him to honor his word. But if he, as the founder
of ECA, gave back the pre-mine and the interest it had earned, he would have
nothing left to his name. Electra01 would be nobody in the Electra project.
Furthermore, he had never promised to give everything to a foundation. He
thought that Electra was still a young project that he had to support with a
variety of instruments. Giving away all the pre-mines would take all of these
instruments away from him. Hewould be an actor without any influence in the
community. He decided to take his ball and leave, calling the game over.

Market actors in a variety of exchanges did not know what was going on;
they saw that their buy orders were filling fast and ended up owning millions
of ECAs. Then they panicked and began to sell, too. But it was too late. There
was no one to buy. ECA was worth almost zero within a few days, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Electra01 continued to write on Bitcointalk’s Electra page, trying
to help people who still wanted to keep their ECA, which had no value at the
timeof thewritingof this chapter. Hedidnot disappear and continuedworking
on what was now ‘his’ project. He tried to reach out to a few people who still
showed some interest in ECA. I asked him about his plans for the future.

− I am doing my best to help people claim their ECAs. But I am also very
exhausted.

− How do you feel about the death of ECA?
− ECA did not die yet. The blockchain is still moving. A project only truly dies

if the blockchain stops. The core team of ECA was behaving suspiciously
frommy perspective. I moved before they did. I decided to sell my stake in
the project, before they rid of me. That’s it.

The core team took back from ECA every infrastructure and device they had
built for the old money and then used them to build their new one, Electra

13 https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.0 (accessed on 4 January 2021).
14 https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.940 (accessed on 4 January 2021).

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1848351.940
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Figure 2. The rise and fall of Electra.15

Source: Coinmarketcap.

Protocol or XEP. They were not prepared for such a digital community migra-
tion. They found a way used by other projects and organized an airdrop. They
changed the contents of their website, removing the foundation webpage
entirely.

Their new money, Electra Protocol or XEP, emerged following a forking
of their code, which was a fork of the original Bitcoin. Immediately after XEP
emerged with zero value and despite not being traded in any major market,
thanks to the community’s backing, the newmoneywasworth 115 timesmore
than the old one on 14 January 2021, a month after the sell-off.

Conclusion

This paper has investigated the rise and fall of Electra, a cryptocurrency project
proposed by its anonymous founder Electra01 and developed by a community
of dedicated economic actors. Focusing not only on a story of success but also
a case of failure, an analysis of the short history of Electra renders visible the
contours of how data money is developed, proposed, valued, and killed.

Electra was proposed as money by Electra01; then, a few core members
picked up the project from there and began to work on it diligently every day
to build andmaintain a community that would add value to the data andmake
it money. The core team used a series of organizational devices and platforms
to help people imagine themselves as a community and act like one. Discord

15Source and visualization: Coinmarketcap, https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/electra/ (last accessed
on 3 March 2021).
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has become the main administrative platform of the project, providing the
community with a framework to define working groups, hierarchies, special-
ized communication and collaboration channels. Other platforms – some of
which were integrated to their Discord page, such as Telegram, Twitter, Face-
book, Reddit, and Whatsapp in multiple geographies and languages – were
also used extensively to generate and expand followers of the project. It is in
these conversions that the community began to imagine what they wanted
and the directions they took. As they converse, they become.

Soon they chose new routes of marketization, such as payment system
development andatomic swaps, yet realized that the founder’s anonymity con-
stituted a liability, especially for institutional partners. To counter this factor,
they decided to use one of the oldest economization institutions in world his-
tory to strengthen their new cryptocurrency project – that is, a foundation.
Instituted as a non-profit legal entity with a board, the Electra Foundation
soon began to be seen as the project’s legitimate governing and representa-
tive body. The community then began to use the foundation to reach out to
their absentee founderwhowas not interested in the day-to-day affairs of their
money community.

As the community grew stronger and more institutionalized, the founder
began to conceive of and experience them as a greater and well-defined core.
Now it was no longer a mere community, but a developed community with a
functional differentiation and a variety of organizational devices. Confident in
their power, the core team thenbegan to ask forwhat the founder hadpledged
to do in the first place – that is, the sending of the pre-mined monies to the
foundation, to be used for the development of the project. Electra01 accepted
to send 300million ECA to the foundation but kept both the remaining ‘capital’
and its interest rate. Operating on the wrong assumption that the core team
was getting ready to dump him, Electra01 dumped their money.

As a result, the core team had lost complete trust in him, while they had
developed a project that The Economist called a ‘trust machine’ (Economist,
2015). 16 After Electra01 decided to sell his stake in the project and stopped
responding to the core team, the core team decided to move on and to recre-
ate the entire project, under a new (yet mnemonic) name. In reaction to this,
Electra01 used his only remaining channel, the Bitcointalk pages to describe
the core team as ‘rogue players’.

Electra01might have been thinking that hewas teaching thema lesson, but
the core team knew that they had learned their lesson in money-making. As
they partedways, the new Electra picked up in value immediately, whereas the
old Electra nose-dived to zero value, proving once again that money is a social
process of valuation. Without a community of makers, monies are nothing but
valueless objects whether they are metal, paper, stone, or data transfer rights.

16 For considerations of trust in data money communities, see Vidan and Lehdonvirta (2019).
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In rapport with the existing literature that have underlined the social uni-
verses of monies, this paper has demonstrated that Electra, a data money built
on a Bitcoin fork, was made by its emergent community by using a variety of
instruments of economization, from formal organizations such as a foundation
to community-building practices such as voting. Chronicling the emergence
and development of the Electra community, this paper has rendered visible
the milestones of community-building in a cryptocurrency project.

Following these milestones, we saw how two key actors, the founder, and
the core team, found themselves developingnot onlymoney, but alsodiffering
ways of imagining its future. The founder was relatively conservative, wanting
to keep Electra as data money as an asset. The core team imagined new hori-
zons for their data money as non-sovereign fiat currency, being a medium for
a global payment structure operating on a super-fast blockchain. They all were
working on making money without being paid. In the place of money, they
had something more precious: the motivation and joy of creating something
new and valuable. This need to innovate was the fuel of their excitement, and
the project required more complex institutional buildings andmore people to
maintain it, as well as more resources to keep it going.

Electra01 needed the community for his idea to turn data into money. Yet,
the community needed to innovate as they mobilized a barter economy in
makingmoney. This embedded contradictionwould fuel a grievance that then
turned into conflict. The strength of the Electra community would turn into its
major weakness. Realizing that his absentee yet powerful status in the com-
munity would not be tolerated, Electra01 decided to cash out all the Electras
he owned and left.

Contemporary money-makers are no longer limited to mints, central
banks, or governments. Communitieshavealwaysbeenmakingor ear-marking
monies, differentiating and personalizing their meaning, use and materiali-
ties in a seemingly impersonal monetary economic universe (Zelizer, 1994).
However, data monies have created an unpreceded economic universe and
succeeded to the extent that their combined market capitalization is worth
more than one trillion USD, an economy larger than the GDP of 92 percent of
all countries in the world as of January 2021.

One of those money communities, Electra, affords social researchers an
opportunity to study the microcosm of a data money community. This paper
uses the milestones of the rise and fall of Electra as a window to look onto
the role of economic devices and organizational frameworks in mobilizing the
upward valuation of data money. Using Discord as their main organizational
framework provided the community with a capacity to build a modular and
easy-to-tweak division of labor. Yet, we are far from understanding how the
very architecture of platforms such as Discord contributes to the substantial
shaping of communities such as Electra.
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The community has also been using economic devices such as reports and
papers, tweets and visuals, algorithms, and code architectures to pursue their
economic objective, and these devices are not of their own making. Thus we
do not know how the deployment of these economic devices on the ground
impacts the making and changing of new economic communities.

Yet, as this paper has shown, the collective agency of economic actors,
such as the core team of Electra, was stronger than any other single factor in
money-making, for as Electra01 started the sell-off of ECA, the community lost
everything – from the value of their data money to the very founder himself,
from their markets to a substantive presence in the cryptocurrency universe.
What remained was their belief and enjoyment in making economic things
possible. They gave birth to XEP and now stand at the beginning of an excit-
ing future, thanks to their accumulation of experience, economic devices, and
networks. As Master Den put it, ‘the rest is hard work and good luck’.

In summary, what does an investigation of this particular community tell us
about cryptocurrencies and their maker communities? This study supported
the analyses of the literature that made visible the actual and centralized
nature of power relations in decentralized money-making communities, and
presented a discussion of how actors, networks, devices, and representations
come together in making, maintaining and migrating a data money commu-
nity.

First, it analyzed how these neweconomic actors can lose their entire frame-
work of monetization when several core members strike. It is premature to
assume these communities draw on decentralized relations just because they
call their blockchains decentralized. Actors like Electra01, core team members
and other community leadership are so powerful and so centrally located that
they can disband or make a community, together with its cryptocurrency.

Second, the paper made visible a series of labor-intensive work processes
such as technical labor that is deployed in computational industries like cod-
ing and editing, marketing labor for representing the community in the world,
communitymaintenance labor that focuses on repairing collective integrity to
produce trust. It is beyond the objectives of this paper to analyze the spec-
trum of forms of labor deployed in Electra community, however, a preliminary
discussion of this paper confirms the importance of digital labor studies and
modestly contributes to the empirical studies that map the universe of new
forms and types of labor (Arcy, 2016; Casilli, 2017; Dyer-Witheford, 2015; Fuchs,
2014; Irani, 2015; Kücklich, 2005; Terranova, 2000).

Third, the discussion explained the emergence and failure of a money-
making community by bringing in failures to the analyses of cryptocurrencies.
Interestingly, studying the dynamic of failure allowed us to study centers and
articulations of power better than looking at a story of successful mainte-
nance. And finally, Electra01’s acceptance to meet me in person gave this
paper a unique opportunity to present how and why Satoshi Nakamoto like
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anonymous economic actors pursue their economic interests and work on the
ground as they make or kill data monies on the ground.
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